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In just two years since the Central America–Dominican Republic Free Trade Agreement
with the United States (CAFTA) was concluded, not only did its projected benefits fail
to materialise, but many sectors of society in the countries which signed and implemented it are already feeling its negative impacts.
So far, the impacts are perhaps most visible in the fields
of manufacturing and agriculture. But we should not
overlook the longer-term broader transformations that
CAFTA heralds: many changes in national legislation,
the imposition of new rules on intellectual property
rights, “national treatment” for transnational corporations (TNCs), etc.

In regional terms:

• Imports from the US have grown in all countries: El
Salvador (11.7%), Honduras (26%), Nicaragua (27.5%)
and Dominican Republic (13.5%). [1]

• All countries that have ratified CAFTA have seen their

national debt with the US grow, and their national
Honduras was one of the countries most affected by the
markets flooded with US goods, services and raw
fiscal impact of the tariff reduction policies promoted by
materials. [5]
the FTA: the government agreed to slash tariffs immediately on US imports by 74.4%, resulting in a US$148 mil• Foreign investment decreased significantly during the
lion loss of tax revenue. [see reference 1 on p.87]
first year of CAFTA. It fell by 42% (loss of US$180 million) in El Salvador, by US$182 million in Honduras,
• Honduras’ Ministry of Agriculture and Animal
by 3.8% (loss of US$23.4 million) in the Dominican
Husbandry (SAG) decided in mid-2007 to stop the
Republic, and Nicaragua received only US$57.8 mildomestic production of transgenic corn. This was
lion in 2006. [5]
reversed owing to pressure from agribusiness TNCs
and the Ministry of Natural Resources – which
invoked CAFTA to suspend the order given by SAG.
• The dismantling of the rural economy in the region
[8]
has been consolidated. “In each country,” says one
study, “the agricultural trade deficit has grown as
• Honduran imports of US goods rose during the first
imports of basic grains increased and prices for these
quarter of 2007 by 24% over the previous year, from
have increased dramatically, as these imports are
US$1.2 billion to US$1.5 billion, while exports
controlled by a few groups that concentrate the mardropped by 6.1%, from US$178.1 million to US$167.2
ket and engaged in speculation.” [5]
million. [9]
• For the Dominican Republic, the loss of tax revenue
from tariff reductions on US imports was US$727 mil• Regarding rights to knowledge and to health, initial
lion (2.91%). To compensate, the government is initiimpact studies find that “under CAFTA, the possibility
ating fiscal reforms to collect more personal income
of producing generic medicine is limited, and it is
tax from its citizens. [1]
being prohibited, resulting in an increase of cost of
medicines, affecting people’s right to health as well
• CAFTA was supposed to lead to increased exports
as undermining the national pharmaceutical
that would reduce El Salvador’s trade deficit with the
industries.” [5]
US. After a year of implementation, exports grew by a
mere 3.8%, while imports shot up by
11%, resulting in a 19% growth of the
trade deficit, now standing at US$4.1 billion. [3]
• Nicaraguan markets have been flooded
with industrial products from the US
since CAFTA. From April 2006 to March
2007, the amount of goods imported
from the US reached US$649.7 million,
an increase of 27.5% compared to the
same period the year before CAFTA
(April 2005–March 2006, imports cost
US$509.4 million).
• In 2007, Guatemala’s textile industry
closed 35 factories and lost over 17,000
jobs, despite promises of a revival after
the implementation of CAFTA. The textile sector was one of the strongest
"CAFTA is a factory that makes poor people" says this headline of a Costa
domestic proponents of the treaty, but
Rican
newspaper on 3 September 2007. "If Nicaragua is better off than us
did not receive any of the alleged bene[because it is implementing CAFTA, while Costa Rica is not], then why are
fits it was promised. [4]
so many Nicaraguans immigrating to Costa Rica?"
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In March 2005, as part of the struggle, the
Anti-Imperialist Bloc painted a mural
denouncing FTAs and those who are selling
Guatemala off to the Yankees. (Photo: Indymedia)

• Restrictions on generic drugs limit access to cheap
medicine, taking into account the tremendous price
difference between generic and patented products.
Patented drugs cost 300% more than generics, which
translates into an obvious prejudice against lowincome people in the region. [7]

• A report prepared by the Regional CAFTA Monitoring
Network adds that “Through intellectual property
rules, which prohibit the use of trademarks, videos,
sounds and even smells, CAFTA is also affecting the
right to work of thousands of people who depend on
informal markets to survive, given the unemployment
that CAFTA is creating in the countryside. These
restrictions on IPR have been accompanied by an
increase in excessive and repressive actions that violate the dignity of individuals and their human
rights.” [5]

• On 2 July 2007, there was a peaceful popular protest
in El Salvador against the launch of the National Policy
on Decentralisation and the inauguration of a water
project that would open the door to privatisation of
water at the national level. [5] The demonstration was
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brutally suppressed, with leaders arrested and
dozens injured. Under CAFTA, water is a commodity,
subject to trade. Since the agreement’s ratification
will affect water conservation implementation measures, and through its rules on trade in services, the
process of privatising the provision of drinking water
and sanitation systems will be set in motion. [6]
As with all FTAs, CAFTA’s goal is to put the heritage of
the peoples of Central America and the Dominican
Republic under the control of large corporations.
CAFTA’s impacts have spurred a new wave of popular
mobilisation and resistance in the region, not least in
Costa Rica. The two fronts on which actions are now
emerging are in exposing the impacts and pushing for
the rejection of CAFTA, and the fight against new FTAs
(mainly the EU–Central America FTA right now).
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